TRUEBLOOD

THE STUDENT UNION’S POP UP GALLERY

The Trueblood is a unique gallery for two reasons: its non-traditional layout challenges the white cube model of exhibition spaces, and it marks the intersection of the Student Union Building, connecting pathways from east and west entrances. Hundreds of students and visitors to the Student Union pass through this gallery on a daily basis, making this a highly visible spot for artists to showcase and sell their work. The walls allow for both large and small works to be displayed, and the open floor plan invites the artist to use plinths and their accompanying vitrines to create a dynamic traffic pattern through the space.

What follows is a compilation of images that, together, will give an idea of the gallery. Icons are provided on walls that are present in each image but are seen from different directions. Measurements for each available wall are provided on the last page of this brochure.

Title Wall* and Accent Wall (White and Blue, respectively)

*All blank walls seen in these photos are part of the gallery exhibition space. Walls with artworks hanging are utilized by the Student Union Fine Arts Program and are not part of the gallery exhibition space.

Hallway of TrueBlood Gallery (Facing Accent Wall and From Accent Wall; green arrow marks the same wall as seen from different directions)
Open floorway of the gallery as seen approaching from the east

Exhibition Walls SW-Adjacent to the Accent Wall (orange triangle marks the same wall as in Fig. 5)

Exhibition Wall NW-Adjacent to the Accent Wall (blue dot marks the same wall as in Fig. 5)
We are looking forward to hosting your next exhibition. If you have any questions about the gallery and its capacities, please contact Fonda Portales at fondaportales@boisestate.edu or at 208.426.2541.
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